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Engineers and Teamwork 
- MHP - the Metbod Holistic Participation 

towards Sustainable Technology 

Peter Schmid 
Eindhoven University of Technology, TUE, The Netherlands 

The MHP - Method Holistic Participation wi/1 be introduced in this paper. ft is a teamwork 
method, basedon the fact that different people (engineers and partners) always wil/ have 
different opinions. In spite of this the method can be helpjul to coordinate, integrale and 
synthesize even the most oppositional points of view by a kind of roulation game. The one of 
the team has - at least for a time - to play the role of the other. With some exercise and routine it 
is possible to reach common results even in a harmonious way. 

Intheface of the world wide ecological disasters, the engineer has a main task to help to solve 
these problems. The method (firstly introduced by K.Wachsmann and W. Gropius in the 
fourthies in the U.SA., but also known as a principleinsome pre-industrial cultures) is useful 
to be applied in the search to find new solutions for an environmental conscious and healthy 
artificial world or with other worlds a sustainable technology supported by many experiences in 
workshops. The paper wil/ be illustrated with examples. 

Introduetion 

All human working processes and all results within our culture are more or less based on 
cooperation. Even the existence of a hennit depends on the fact, that other individuals in society 
work together. It may be, that cooperation and consensus sometimes or often even 
automatically and instinctively takes place like in the case of simple activities and within 
socalied primitive cultures. In our time and in our industrialized world with a high complexity 
and many · complicated circumstances, nothing is less natural, than automatic cooperation and 
consensus including design, planning and building activities. Therefore it is of great importance 
to educate engineers for cooperation and collaboration. 

In his videopresentation "The Global Brain" Peter Russel shows the necessity of working 
together on various levels, if we want to survive. Therefore in the context of engineering, 
certaiilly as a mean for society, it is an actual question to apply efficient methods and techniques 
to reach the aims of a harmonious working process and integrated results. In this brief 
contribution to the metbod holistic participation - MHP we will define the terms we are 
discussing. In actdition to the starring points we have to clarify the aims. At the base of the roots 
of cooperation, possibilities and needs, it is essential to pay attention to the method. Examples 
of actual workshops give an illustration of the metbod and the aims. Future applications are of 
interest for everybody who is participating in the one or other cooperative process. A 
summarizing condusion will underline the opportunities we find in the discussed metbod 
holistic participation, along with many benefits. 

Defmitions 

Holisme is a theory of wholeness, Gansheid, totality, originating in Greece. Holistic can be 
called a balanced integrated complexity. 
Participating from latin 'pars', a part, means to be and to act as a part of a larger order or higher 
totality or wholeness. 
In the context of the metbod holistic participation we fmd some more terms important to handle 
the very subject: 



Cooperation 
Teamwork 
Coordination 
Integration 
Consensus 
Metbod 
Proces 
Result 

Aims 

working together generally 
special structured cooperation 
multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary organization (Synthezise) 
composition, gestalltung or coordination 
eommon (parallel) sense and complementary addition to each other 
clear, systematic and efficient way for problemsolving 
the path, the way (including causes and conditions and effects) 
the goal or aim, the final effect of all participating influences 

According to Zen and even some other philosophies dealing with selfrealization "The Path and 
the Goal is One". Hence it is useful for allparticipantsof a teamor a working group to fust try 
and cooperate in a convenient way, to be able to handle conflicts, to work together, stimulating, 
enjoyable and efficient, ..... and second to try and reach satisfying solutions, which fit the 
tasks, problems or questions as well as the needs and intentions of the participants and/or 
clients. The general starring point for holistic participation is the fact that in order to survive, 
there are innumerable tasks we have to fulfll in our sociallife together in large and small groups 
or teams. Design and engineering of all teehoical disciplines in the framework of shaping our 
built environment belongs or leads to the conditions responsible for our more or less common 
existence. So the aims of the holistic participation metbod are: 
To include at least in principle and/or in a representative way all participants. 
The basic qualities of human and ecological conditions or in other words an integral bio-logical 
approach carried by the main characteristics of "bios" and "logos" belongs also to a ho listic 
participation. 

Background 

Konrad Wachsmann and Walter Gropius introduced a eertaio teamwork metbod for the 
development of complex building concepts already in the fourties. They indeed never 
mentioned the source(s) of this system. The author who continued and developed this metbod 
in tens of cases, actually found the probably base of the essence of the metbod in at least the old 
red-indian and indonesian way as well, to solve problems in a 'democratie' and harmonious 
way within their tribes. While the current environmentally (ecological disaster) and health 
problems (Sick Building Syndrome- SBS) get more and more attention, this becomes a hot 
item in our whole society. 
Integral, holistic functioning is a natural thing in the processof the nature and in the nature as a 
wholeness. Balance or a dynamic balance can be a result of a holistic or again and again an 
integration focussed process. From the · medevials we know about the mystic se ven 
synchronities ("Die sieben Gleichzeitigkeiten"). It was said, that a human being is able- at least 
in top condition - to see or remember seven items at the same time in order to combine them 
creatively toa new thing, like an artistic or scientific product, a technical-technological, or an 
architectural and building design. So, an individual person alone even can exercise this 
synchronizing metbod or technique systematically to reach balanced results. Today everyone is 
dependent on a lot of influences and factors. Due to the rise of many spedalities in our divided 
working processes with so many participants even in case of the design processes (formerly 
very individual and personal) and engineering development. Even everyone is dependent in a 
way from everyone. In building techniques - and sciences - for the first time - a horizontal 
(democratie) structure of the various components, responsible for the final built results, was 
introduced and this introduetion can be seen as a turning point like the title of Wachsmann book 
form 1958, fust edited in Germany "Wendepunkt im Bauen". Actually in the flfties there was 
hardly any consciousness on the ecological aspects, the specific human factors and 
environmental problems in the world of civilization. Therefore we had to add all these new 
factorsfora Sustainable Development, into this fust total view of building components, which 
was brought by Konrad Wachsmann and supported by Walter Gropius. Finally these additions 
led to the holistic metamorlel of an integral bio-logical architecture. 



The Method 

The principle of the holistic participation metbod works as follows: 
1. The (rnain) task or problern which in case of designs always is a complex one, has to be 

divided into the various parrial problems or aspects - according to the ideas of the 
participants. 

2 . The whole team has to be divided similarly into srnall woricing groups and it is ideal to have 
three rnernbers in such a srnall(er) group. 

3. After these dividing processes, discussed with the whole team, each srnall working group 
goes on to investigate one of the parrial problerns separately. 

4. After this investigation period all the team rnernbers co me together again to inform each 
other by chosen speakers, who afterwards will change with others to give to everybody the 
opportunity to speak: in a representative way. 

5. After this information, discussion and consultation period all working groups change the 
subject and continue to investigate. 

6. This play or game will continue as long as necessary to give everyone the chance to 
investigate each of the parrial problerns. At that point the cycle is finished. 
It is important to work frorn a more abstract and general way to a more concrete and 
specific one. Continuarlon of the work of others, additional work, the use of mental 
stealing and the creativity of conflict gets an even important place here. 

7. Conflict Free Conflict Resolution can be applied. There is always a possibility to structure 
the participants, the partial problerns and the time in such a way, that the ju st explained 
integration processcan be organized and rnanaged. 

8. Th is "rotating" or "weaving" process can be continued even for a second part of a period of 
rnaking a design ready for realization and even realization itself can be handled in a similar 
way. · 

9. Consultants (from outside the team) can at least participate during the discussions as early 
as possible. Of course it is advisable to use audiovisual rnethods, models and clear text, 
sketches, drawings etcetera etcetera for deeper research as well as better information and 
presentation. 

10. In ideal circurnstances and with a well trained team the teamwork process, the metbod 
holistic participation is extrernely enjoyable and the result in a way will corne without effort. 
Everybody can also get his' or her's identification of the continuous participation. Side by 
side with the "serious" applications of the metbod it might be good to apply sorne socio
psychological and creativity games. 

Actual Work 

As already arnongst others in the International Design Participation Conference (IDPC) at the 
Eindhoven University of Technologyin April1985 at the Experience Exchange on Technology 
Education of the WOCATE, World Council of Associations for Technology Education in 
Eindhoven in April1994 and in the International Design Decision Support Systerns (DDSS) in 
Vaals in August 1994 presented, the - nowadays MHP - Method Holistic Participation called -
way to collaborate, is more and more in use. The Method Holistic Participation is within the 
Faculty of Architecture and Building Sciences, especially in the (Sub)Departrnent of Building 
Construction and Realisation used as well as in rnany workshops in several countries 
(sornetimes in the northern countries the "Peter Schrnid - Method" called) for students and 
practicioners. Moreover the metbod was also applied in other fields, like education, physics and 
even polities. 
I had rny own training with Konrad Wachsrnann in the framework of the International 
Academie Summer Course in Salzburg in the years 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959 and 1960. After 
this developrnent we applied the teamwork rnethod rnany, rnany tirnes with various subjects and 
groups of different capability and size and in several countries. In the education programmes of 
the Eindhoven University of Technology I have used the metbod rnany tirnes for "teamwork 
and integration" exercises, also for groups of students frorn abroad or the European Delft 
Workshops "The Architecture of an Uncertain Future" in 1982 and for people, whowant to live 



together an environment like an old village but as a new community. People who lo.ok for an 
ecological and healthy surroundings, fora bio-logical architecture the application of clean and 
soft technologies, for a really human home or shelter or fora more self supporting life, building 
and living environment know to find my help for a preparation in order to participate and 
design. Even politicians - confronted with the actual ecologie al problems such as environmental 
pollution recently were guided in a workshop on base of the described method. So we see a 
growing number of interested participants, who like to participate methodically. Most recep.tly 
one of the sub-departments of our faculty decided to introduce the students to the various sub-

- disciplines, complex technological tasks mainly in an economical or commercial context of this 
department in a fust project which is runned on base of the MHP. More and more the metbod is 
also applied in practical fields mainly of research and design and engineering as well. 

Future 

The MHP can get a place and meaning in the fields of the most urgent problems and within the 
discussions concerning Sick Building Syndrome and ecological disaster (as significantly 
pointed out in already so many scientific reports and conferences). 
Collaboration and cooperation is needed more than ever before - although we can find examples 
and models already long ago. Two main problems can be answered by using the metbod - as 
already proofed in several cases: the facing of the environmental demands for building activities 
and engineering, because of the ecological crisis - worldwide often combined with the SBS and 
the necessity for the different (power) groups to come together in order to reach some 
consensus for our common survival. 
(The paper presentation will be enriched by many illustrations.) 
After looking far back to the medevial simultaneity of a creative process, the experience of the 
Wachsmann-Seminars and the facts of the very recent participation workshops we also may 
look forward to the future of design participation generally and engineering particularly. It is a 
matter of fact that finally only a conscious and harmonious participation leads to a good 
cooperation and only "a good cooperation" makesus survive. A lot of learning processes bring 
us to a higher level and quality of existence and make us more conscious about our basic needs 
and aims. One of the main conditions to reach these mentioned qualities probably will be 
methodic cooperation. In fact the metbod could be applied to every thinkable task in the field of 
building design and engineering as well as in all other disciplines. I could imagine, that like in 
an orchestra various teams on various subjects working together will design and build an 
harmonious environments with proper artifacts which fit in a demoeratic way the needs of all 
participants and people. 

Concluding Summary 

The starring point for a holistic design participation process in architecture is based on a 
methodically, enjoyable and stimulating cooperation in order to fmally reach efficient results. 
The necessary consensus of the participants may be fed by the creativity of conflict, but all 
important aspects components, factors and participants as well have to get the chance to 
influence as relevant causes the effects. During all times mankind had to handle a lot of -
sometimes complicated- ingredients to shape a complex totality in various levels. Synchronity, 
simultaneity, balance, equilibrium was always an aim in the design processes and in what led to 
"engineering of today". First Wachsmann introduced a teamwork which fits these demands 
(Forderungen), by means of a rhythmic working - and discussing process, all research and 
information can be done and given systematically. A lot of trainings of this kind have been done 
and developped in many countries. Hence there is already enough experience from the past and 
very recent past for further applications in the future. The method can even be expanded to 
several other fields. Hopefully this MHP can be a practical contribution for our built 
environment and all the teehoical artifacts with a higher responsibility in relation to the human 
beings and the environment and generallyfora more harmonious cooperation. 
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e Examples of Workshops fumished in order to support study, discussion and creative 
· cooperation. 

HO LISTIC 

PARTICIPATION I 

The logo of the rotaring and weaving snucture of the MHP-Method Ho listic Participation. 

A possible di vision of aspects concerning building technology towards a balanced concept 
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